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Unit Sheets Art and Design

Coursework
Unit 1: Introduction to Specialist Pathways in Art and Design

Brief/Scenario: Green Fingers 

Unit 3: Communicating Ideas in 2D 

Brief/Scenario: In Response to Pattern

Unit 6: Investigating Contextual References in Art and Design

Brief/Scenario In Search of Self

Unit 2 Creative Project in Art and Design (exam)

Scenario set externally



Portfolios and Sketchbooks
Portfolios are extended bodies of 
a work on a given theme.
Manging a portfolio/sketchbook 
can be a challenge; the following 
unit sheets can support the 
development of a coherent 
portfolio. 
This model can be applied to any 
given scenario in Art and Design.  
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Knowledge Organiser
Unit 1 “Green Fingers”

Brief/Scenario:

A well-known chain of garden centres wants to revamp their café and is 
looking for a range of design and image ideas for this space. They are 
seeking submissions from artists, designers and craftspeople, to include 
ideas for textiles, sculptures, tableware and images for the walls. 

Unit 1: Introduction to Specialist Pathways in Art and Design.

Learning aim A:Use specialist materials, techniques, equipment and processes in 

response to a clients brief. 

Learning aim B: Record formal elements within specialist pathways.

(How to recognise formal elements, record their use and understand how 
artists/designers use them)



Work smart: Be able to understand how you are assessed

Always work to the 
Distinction 
standard other 
grades should be 
viewed as fall back 
positions!



Knowledge Organiser
Unit 3 “In Response to Pattern”

Unit 3: Communicating ideas in 2D 

Learning aim A: explore 2D visual language and working practices

Learning aim B: investigate how artist, craftspeople and designers communicate in 2D

Learning aim 3: communicate ideas using 2D knowledge and skills in response to a brief.  

Scenario/brief: In response to Pattern. 
A locally based retail company have set a brief for local artists/designers to explore a range of 
ideas based on the theme of ‘Pattern’.
The client requires a range that can be used for both stationary products; for example, wrapping 
paper, notebook covers, etc. and in addition a range suitable for the home; for example wall 
hangings, wallpaper, table mats/coasters, tiles, bedding and curtains. 
Designs are expected for both sets of products based on the  theme of pattern.



Work smart: Be able to understand how you are assessed

Always work to the 
Distinction 
standard other 
grades should be 
viewed as fall back 
positions!



Knowledge Organiser
Unit 6 ”In Search of self”

Unit 6: Investigating contextual References in Art and Design 

Learning aim A:investigate historical and contemporary art, craft

Learning aim B: explore, art, craft and design examples relevant to your own 

work.  

Scenario/brief An artist/designer is commissioned to explore the 
concept of personal, environmental or corporate identity for an 
exhibition entitled ‘In Search of Self’. They begin by reflecting on work 
they have previously produced.



Work smart: Be able to understand how you are assessed

Always work to the 
Distinction 
standard other 
grades should be 
viewed as fall back 
positions!



Knowledge Organiser
Unit 2 ”Creative Project in Art 

and Design (exam)”

Unit 2: Brief/scenario  externally set assignment by the exam board

Learning aim A: develop creative ideas, skills and intentions in response to 

a project brief 

Learning aim B: produce final outcomes that meet the requirements of the 

brief.  



Work smart: Be able to understand how you are assessed

Always work to the 
Distinction 
standard other 
grades should be 
viewed as fall back 
positions!



Topic: Unit: Model example

Brief/Scenario: Model Example

Peer 
Feedback

Completed

Mind map the scenario

Moodboard; primary (own photographs) and secondary sources with accurate URLS

Observations; dry, wet and mixed media

Annotation using formal elements; describe/explain/evaluate working methods (line, tone, shape, form, proportion, scale, composition, mark-making etc.)

Contextual studies; Biography or culture information; born, died, contemporary, know for, influenced by, genre of working, influence on others, materials and techniques used. 
Explain how this relates to the brief. (At least three sources should be used for 2D and for 3D)

Contextual studies; Visual analysis (copy as accurately as possible, part or whole of an image purposefully selecting appropriate media. Annotation using formal elements; 

describe/explain/evaluate working methods (line, tone, shape, form, proportion, scale, composition, mark-making etc.) At least three sources should be used for 2D and 3D. 

Contextual studies: Written analysis; use formal elements to analyse the work of others considering their use of formal elements, how this impacts on the audience, the overall 

mood or feeling the artwork conveys. Give personal opinions. At least three sources should be used for 2D and 3D

Present a moodboard of images, relating to the artist/designer or culture; including accurate URLs, include; titles, dates, medium and scale of work. Indicate the culture. Annotate 
five images using formal elements. 

Develop rough plans for a 2D outcome, rough sketches and annotation of intended compositions. A minimum of three

Develop refined plans for a 2D outcome, review and refine work as it develops; explaining and evaluating use of influences, materials, techniques and compositions.

Plan a timeline for realising a final outcome, 

Plan practical activities considering Health and Safety undertaking work in a practical studio.

Realise a final outcome, responding to the brief, materials and techniques explored and the influences of artist and designers investigated.

Evaluate the final outcome using formal elements. Review and evaluate the whole project.

Present your project to an audience using an appropriate format, for example, PowerPoint, considering layout,  running order and layout.  

UNIT SHEETS MODEL



Topic: Unit 1: Introduction to Specialist Pathways in Art and Design

Brief: Greenfingers 

Peer 

Feedback

Completed

Mind map the brief  Greenfingers, consider what you find in a garden centre and the garden centre café.  

Mood board, primary, your own photographs and secondary sources with accurate URLs; these must link to your mind map.  

Observations using dry media, pencil, pen, charcoal, oil pastel. 

Observations wet media, watercolour, acrylic. 

Observations mixed-media including the use of collage and found materials. 

Health and safety

Investigate contextual sources working in 3D Fiona Mazza, Kevin Iris and Kate Malone, select appropriate materials and techniques to record the artists/designers working practice; visual analysis

Use formal elements to describe/explain and evaluate you working methods. 

Biography, born, died or contemporary, known for, influences and repertoire of practice. 

Moodboard of the artist or designers work at least 5 with titles, dates, media and accurate URLs. Comment on three using formal elements.

Written analysis, explain and analyse what meaning, mood or ideas are conveyed.  

Plan, develop and refine plans for a 3D outcome suitable to meet the criteria of the brief. Include; rough plans, refined plans, testing of materials. Realise a final plan and timeline to make a 3D outcome.

3D outcome and evaluation. 

Investigate contextual sources working in 2D, Karl Blossfeldt, Georgia O’Keeffe, Marcia Baldwin, Lucy Arnold, Jessica Palmer; select appropriate materials and techniques to record the artists/designers working 
practice; visual analysis
Use formal elements to describe/explain and evaluate you working methods

Biography, born, died or contemporary, known for, influences and repertoire of practice.

Moodboard of the artist or designers work at least 5 with titles, dates, media and accurate URLs. Comment on three using formal elements.

Written analysis, explain and analyse what meaning, mood or ideas are conveyed.  

Plan, develop and refine plans for a 2D outcome suitable to meet the criteria of the brief. Include; rough plans, refined plans, testing of materials. Realise a final plan and timeline to make a 2D outcome

2D outcome and evaluation. 

Evaluate the whole project and present the portfolio of work (PowerPoint) to an audience.  

UNIT SHEETS COURSEWORK



Topic: Unit 6: Investigating contextual references in Art and Design 

Brief: In Search of Self

Peer 

Feedback

Completed

Mind map the brief  In Search of Self,  personal identity, culture and online identity. Mood board, primary, own photographs and secondary sources with accurate URLs;, link to your mind map

Observations using dry media, pencil, pen, charcoal, oil pastel. Observations wet media, watercolour, acrylic. Observations mixed-media including the use of collage and found material. 

Investigate contextual sources African masks, dan tribe, Punu tribe and one of your choice (www.artyfactory.com is a good starting point) select appropriate materials and techniques to record 

the artists/designers working practice; visual analysis. Use formal elements to describe/explain and evaluate you working methods.. . 

Mood boards of masks, accurate URLs. Comment on the aesthetics of five to seven masks using formal elements. Cultural context; tribal beliefs, aesthetics of the masks, meaning they 

convey, rituals/celebrations they are used for. Written analysis, explain and analyse what meaning, mood or ideas are conveyed. 

Plan, develop and refine plans for a 3D outcome suitable to meet the criteria of the brief. Include; rough plans, refined plans, testing of materials. Realise a final plan and timeline to make a 3D 

outcome. Health and Safety

3D outcome and evaluation.

Investigate contextual sources, Cubism working in 2D, Pablo Picasso, George Braque, Brno Del Zou, John Clang; select appropriate materials and techniques to record the artists/designers 
working practice; visual analysis. Use formal elements to describe/explain and evaluate you working methods

Biography, born, died or contemporary, known for, influences and repertoire of practice.. Written analysis, explain and analyse what meaning, mood or ideas are conveyed.  Make clear links to 

African masks. Moodboard of the artist or designers work at least 5 with titles, dates, media and accurate URLs. Comment on three using formal elements..

Plan, develop and refine plans for a 2D Cubist outcome suitable to meet the criteria of the brief. Include; rough plans, refined plans, testing of materials and use of digital media. Realise a final 

plan and timeline to make a 2D outcome. Realise a 2D outcome and evaluate. 

Investigate contextual sources, Pop Art working in 2D, (select 3 only)Roy Lichtenstein, Andy Warhol, Conrad Crispin Jones, Peter Blake, Francois Neilly. Select appropriate materials, 2D 
Design and techniques to record the artists/designers working practice; visual analysis
Use formal elements to describe/explain and evaluate you working methods

Biography, born, died or contemporary, known for, influences and repertoire of practice.. Moodboard of the artist or designers work at least 5 with titles, dates, media and accurate URLs. 

Comment on three using formal elements. Written analysis, explain and analyse what meaning, mood or ideas are conveyed.  Make clear links to African masks

Plan, develop and refine plans for a 2D Pop Art outcome suitable to meet the criteria of the brief. Include; rough plans, refined plans, testing of materials and use of digital media. Realise a final 

plan and timeline to make a 2D outcome. Realise a 2D outcome and evaluate. 

UNIT SHEETS COURSEWORK

http://www.artyfactory.com/


Topic: Unit 3:Communication Ideas in 2D

Brief: In Response to Pattern

Peer 

Feedback

Completed

Mind map the brief  In Response to Pattern, consider geometric, irregular, organic pattern and cultural patterns. 

Mood board, primary, your own photographs and secondary sources with accurate URLs; these must link to your mind map.  

Observations  of geometric, irregular and organic patterns using dry media, pencil, pen, biro, charcoal, oil pastel.

Explore wet media techniques; watercolour, acrylic, glazing, scumbling, wet into wet and impasto. Observations mixed-media including the use of collage, card construction and found materials

Investigate contextual sources; M C Escher, use of tessellation. Explore dry media; pencil/graphite/biro

Select appropriate materials and techniques to explore the repertoire of practice of at least two more artist’s:/designers; Matthew Williamson, William Morris and Orla Kiely. Visual analysis.

Use formal elements to describe/explain and evaluate you working methods

Biography, born, died or contemporary, known for, influences and repertoire of practice.. Moodboard of the artist or designers work at least 5 with titles, dates, media and accurate URLs. 

Comment on three using formal elements. Written analysis, explain and analyse what meaning, mood or ideas are conveyed.  Make clear links to pattern. 

Printing techniques; using a stencil, transfer print, press print.

. Investigate the working practice of cultural influences from at least two cultures including, Aborigine and Islamic Art and Design.

Moodboard of the culture, cultural information, written analysis of  the aesthetics and use of symbols to convey meaning. Visual analysis selecting appropriate 2D media. Use formal elements to 

describe/explain and evaluate you working methods. Drawing on your research, produce a range of visual ideas, incorporating motifs and the use of tessellation. 

Select and refine plans for a mixed media tile influenced by contextual sources. Aim to develop between two and four of the strongest ideas and develop your ideas by making rough plans, samples, 

test pieces and refined plans with the intention of realising a tile design. Review work as it develops .Plan for an outcome demonstrating the ability to manage time and materials.

Realise a final plan and timeline to make a 2D outcome. Realise a mixed relief tile. Evaluate. 

Investigate the working practice of at least two artist/designers Henri Matisse, Alice Fox, Kim Thittichai. Contextual information; born/died/contemporary, known for, influences, repertoire of 
practice. Mood of images with accurate URLs, titles, dates and media. Comment on a minimum of three using formal elements. Written analysis explain what meaning, mood or message is conveyed. 
Make clear links to pattern.
Develop a response to the artists working practice using textiles.

Develop and refine ideas for a wrapping paper or other suitable outcome to meet the clients brief. Consider formal elements of line, tone, pattern, texture, form, colour and scale in your design. 

These are very important within each media you have chosen to work in. 

Choose appropriate materials and think about how you are going to make it if you are able to produce a practical outcome. Will it include traditional or non-traditional elements? Will you be able to 

meet the client brief if you produce well finished and clear design sheets? You will be working to constraints of time/materials and budgets, as any designer has to. You will need to record and 

adhere to Health and Safety. Explain  and evaluate your ideas and intent

Realise a final design for a wallpaper and evaluate. Present your designs to an audience using a suitable format. 

UNIT SHEETS COURSEWORK



Topic: Unit 1: Template for the exam 

Brief: Externally

Peer 

Feedback

Completed

UNIT SHEET TEMPLATE 



POWERFUL KNOWLEDGE
Keywords and Definitions

Term Definition

Formal Elements A visual language to assist your artwork

Line A continuous line without removing the device from the paper

Tone The lightness and darkness of an object to make it look realistic

Mark Making Line, cross-hatch, stippling.

Contextual Working in response to others relating to an idea

Zentangle Are miniature pieces of unplanned, abstract, black and white art created through a very specific design.

Doodle A drawing made while a person's attention is otherwise occupied

Shape An enclosed area by a line

Portraiture An artist representation of people



Term Definition

Subject What is shown in the artwork, such as a person, animal or a landscape

Composition The way the art has been arranged

Form 3D or solid shape

Media Materials used at artwork

Sculpture Three-dimensional art form

Scale How large or small an object

Texture The surface quality of an area

Construction Lines The first feint lines of a drawing to record shape and scale

Grid Method A drawing technique to copy or scale up/down an image, with precision.

POWERFUL KNOWLEDGE
Keywords and Definitions



Term Definition

Analyse Examine methodically and in detail, typically in order to interpret

Apply Put knowledge, understanding or skills into action in a particular content.

Arbitrary Where connections are not relevant

Access Present a careful consideration of varied factors or vent that apply to a specific situation or identify those that are the most important or 

relevant, and arrive at a conclusion

Communicate To convey ideas or information to others

Compare Identify the main factors relating to two or more items/situations, explain the similarities and differences, and in some cases say which is best and 

why.

Define State or describe exactly the nature, scope or meaning of something.

Demonstrate Carry out and apply knowledge, understanding and/or skills in a practical situation.

Describe Give a clear, objective account in their own words, showing recall, and in some places application, of relevant features and information. Normally 

requires breadth of content coverage.

POWERFUL KNOWLEDGE
Keywords and Definitions



Term Definition

Evaluate Bring together all information and review it to form a conclusion, drawings on evidence, including strengths, weaknesses, alternative actions, 

relevant data or information.

Explain Provide details and give reasons and/or evidence to support and argument.

Explore Try out the qualities of materials, techniques and processes through practical investigation, with some record of results and actions.

Identify Indicate the main features or purpose of something.

Illustrate To clarify information using examples, such as visuals, diagrams and writing.

Imbalanced Having a preferred method or approach that may not be entirely suitable.

Inform Apply assessment of information to the decision making process.

Intention A plan for a solution that shows forethought and consideration

Investigate Carry out research or trial activities to increase understanding of the application of factual information.

POWERFUL KNOWLEDGE
Keywords and Definitions



Term Definition

Iterate Make incremental developments

Justify Give reasons or evidence to support an opinion.

Outline Summarise or indicate the principle features of something or a brief description or explanation with main points.

Realise Produce outcomes that correspond to intentions.

Refine Improve initial work, taking review into account.

Reflect Think carefully and review information and/or performance – includes articulating ideas, concepts, activities, findings or features.

Research Detailed study of a subject in order to reach a new understanding

Response Practical and personal answer to a problem or reaction to a stimulus.

Review Assess formally based on appropriate evidence or information with the intention of instituting change if necessary.

POWERFUL KNOWLEDGE
Keywords and Definitions



Term Definition

Secure Well practised ability and skills.

Select Choose the best or most suitable option related to a specific criteria or outcome.

Show Demonstrate using practical skills

Simple Routine and frequently, with few steps or complexity

Tentative Hesitant and lacking confidence.

Visually 

communicate

Enable the audience to appreciate the visual aspects of ideas.

POWERFUL KNOWLEDGE
Keywords and Definitions



Vocabulary Pyramid

Fluently

tone  texture  line  form mark-making 

positive and negative shape     

Record

draw paint

mixed media   composition  silhouette sculpture       

aesthetics  influences  contextual studies  analysis     

Natural forms

Formal elements in 
Art and Design also 
include how we 
describe/explain 
and evaluate work.  



Vocabulary Pyramid

Vocabulary Pyramid Template



. 

2D Design is a 
software programme 
that we use with the 
laser cutter. The exam 
board encourages 
drawing with different 
types of media 
including digital and 
CAD (computer aided 
design) This allows to 
develop work in 2D and 
3D. 



Genres

What is culture?
Culture is the arts and ideas, customs and social behaviours of a particular people or society.

Pop Art
What is Pop Art?
Pop Art is an art based on modern popular cultures and the mass media, especially as a critical or ironic comment on traditional fine art values.

Cubism
What is Cubism?
Cubism is an early 20th century style and movement in art in which perspective with a single view point was abandoned and multiple viewpoints 
are used. Using simple or geometric shapes interlocking planes, later, collage.

Artist and designers tend to be attributed to genres of 
working. One genre might influence another and some 
artists throughout their working practice may move from 
one genre to another. These contextual connections 
evidence a time line of developments and changes. You will 
need to demonstrate an understanding of how these 
develop and influence your own work. 
The examples below are there to prompt you to think 
about the type of information you need to gather in order 
to evidence this. 



Time Planning Guidance
A Gantt chart can be used to show your time planning to ensure that you meet 
your deadline. It will also show where you are spending your time on each 
project. An example of this is below. For each project you work on, the dates 
and titles will need to be changed.

Planning is an essential part of managing a 
portfolio and in particular the preparatory work 
in the run up to the final exam. Gantt Charts are 
one way in which you can explore ways to manage 
your time, materials and equipment on this 
journey. 



• Dry media-hazard, sharpeners, 
inhalation of dust from 
pastels/charcoal

• Wet media-slips and spillages, 
ingestion of materials that are 
potentially harmful. Inhalation 
of fumes from some wet media, 
always work in a well ventilated 
area. 

• Mixed media-glues, irritation, 
ingestion of harmful substances

• Batik-burns
• Craft knives, lino cutters-cuts, 

always use a cutting matt and 
safety ruler.  

• Hot glue gun-burns

Health and Safety Guidance

Always ensure you have had appropriate 
training and understand the risks involved 
in using practical equipment, materials 
and techniques. 

Time Planning Guidance Hazards and Risks
It is essential that Health and Safety is planned in to develop any artwork. 
This is essentially a practical based subject and consideration always needs to 
be taken into what materials, equipment, workspace and techniques are being 
used.  

It is essential when working with any practical equipment or within a 
practical environment that you consider Health and Safety; not only 
for your own safety but for the safety of others sharing your work 
space. People are the main risk in any practical environment but we also 
have to pay attention to how we use and store equipment and materials 
that have the potential to be harmful. Before you engage in any 
practical activity you should understand the risks and take steps to 
minimise these. If equipment is damaged, and therefore unsafe it 
should not be used!
Your teacher will clarify expectations before any new working methods 
are introduced into your working environment; you must record these in 
your sketchbook prior to engaging with the practical task and it is your 
responsibility to  adhere to these instructions. You will not qualify in a 
practical course without following and acting upon Heath and safety 
guidance. 



Pencils

H HB B

Everyday Pencil

Hard Pencil:
• Engineering
• Good point
• Limited tone

Soft Pencil:
• Good range of tone
• Soft point

3B / 4B Fine Artists
• Good point
• Good range of tonePencils come in a range of hard to soft 

graphite and this impacts on what can be 
achieved when drawing. 

Skills recap PRACTICE PAGES



Tones-Using light, mid and dark tones allows us to develop drawings that ‘look’ 
three-dimensional (3D)

Turn your book landscape 

Using a ruler draw out 20cm length and 5 cm height, divide up the spaces into 
2cm sections. This will leave you with 10 sections.
Leave the first section as the white of the paper, press on as hard as you can 
on section 10, the last section, this will give you your darkest dark. 
Now develop a range of tones working from light to dark. 

Aim to use the point of the pencil to draw the edges and the side of the pencil 
to shade.

Tone
Skills recap PRACTICE PAGES



Tones and Mark-Making

Can you develop a range 
of tones?

A minimum of 5 shades 
will give you a ‘good’ 
drawing.
A basic drawing will have 
a light, mid-tone and 
dark to make it look 
three dimensional. 

Skills recap 

Use the point of the pencil to 
establish the shape. Use the 
side of the pencil to block in 
the tone.

Use of line to build up tone, 
the closer the lines and more 
pressure will give darker tone.  

Cross-hatching, lines going in 
two different directions; more 
lines overlapping and more 
pressure gives darker tone. 

Stippling, dots, the closer the 
dots, the darker the tone. The 
closer the dots are together 
gives more tone. More 
pressure will give darker tone. 

Task: can you develop a range of tonal values?
PRACTICE PAGES



Annotation
Describe/explain what 
methods/techniques you 
have used. 

Skills recap 
Task: Can you develop a range of mark-making?

We use mark-making to suggest the texture of a surface.

PRACTICE PAGES

Overlapping diagonal lines can be built up to 
create tone; this method is called cross-
hatching and is one method of mark-making.  

Texture and tone can be created through the 
use of lines and dots, here are some examples to 
try using biro pen and felt tip. 



Observations could include:
• Your own photographs, cropped to 

demonstrate an understanding of 
composition.

• Pencil
• Charcoal 
• Pen
• Pen and wash
• Chalk pastel
• Oil pastel
• Collage 
• Relief 
• Mixed media
• Watercolour
• Acrylic
• Batik
• Oil paintExample observation pages  using a range of media. (Distinction) 

Model 
Observations

Portfolios/sketchbooks should include a range of 
observations using images you have collected (evidenced on 
your mood board) this demonstrates an understanding of 
art specific skills, techniques,  materials and an ability to 
work safely with practical equipment and processes. 
Where possible observations should be backed up with 
annotation that explains and evaluates working methods 
comparing the suitability of materials and techniques for 
the subject matter rendered. 



Create a Mind Map or Summary Map.

Mind maps are a revision strategy that helps you to map out your learning in a logical linked way. In Art and Design we generally mind map the brief/scenario before 

commencing with practical work. 

This is a very effective way of representing large amounts of information in an attractive, easily remembered way.

You may have used “spider diagrams” - which are very similar.  Use a large sheet of plain paper, turned sideways (landscape).   In the centre, write the name of the topic 

that you are going to research or revise - and add a simple illustration if you wish. Adding images as well as text can help with the recall of information at a later date. 

Now draw lines like branches (radiating out from the centre) to represent the main sub-divisions of your chosen topic. Each of these can be illustrated or could be in a 

different colour - or a different kind of writing. 

To make mind maps more memorable: 1) Use doodles, pictures and diagrams 2) Use different colours 3) Use different styles of writing 4) Use humour (cartoons) etc. 5) 

Design your own (don’t just copy other people’s)

In addition, you can use a mind map to sum up what you have learned over a topic, at this point we refer to the min map as a summary map.  

Topic



Mind Map template



Model presentation of mind maps 

Examples of mind maps- ensure you stick to 
the theme and that your page layout is 
organised in a sufficient manner that someone 
else can read it.

This is the first page that the exam board will 
see-check layout and spellings-view this as an 
opportunity to present yourself in a confident 
manner!



Structured Mind Maps

This is a tool can be used to 

help you organise your 

research of each artist

Using this tool will enable you 

to structure all your research 

and it will be clearly displayed 

ready to write up in your 

sketchbook/folder.

Model

Karl Blossfeldt

Black and white photography, home 
made camera.  

Karl Blossfeldt uses traditional 
photographic techniques, each print 
was hand printed and therefor each 
one is unique; where as Brno Del Zou 
used digital photography each print is 
the same as the last one. 

In my opinion I find Blossfeldt’s 
photographs of natural forms 
interesting because he zooms in on 
the subject matter and therefore 
these images are filled with tones and 
interesting textures giving the work a 
surreal and abstract quality. 

Self-taught, German photographer, born 1886, died 1932. Known 
for his black and white photographs of natural forms he 
devoted himself to the study of nature, photographing nothing 
but flowers, shells, buds and seed capsules for thirty-five 
years. He developed a series of home-made cameras that 
allowed him to photograph plant surfaces in unprecedented, 
magnified detail. This reflected his enduring interest in the 
repetitive patterns found in nature's textures and forms. His 
work was published in 1929 as Urformen der Kunst (Archetypal 
Forms of Art), 1929 and Wundergarten der Natur, (The 
Wondergarden of Nature), 1932. He used these images  to 
teach the formal elements of sculpture at the Institute of 
Royal Arts Museum.



Structured Mind map Template



Through-out this unit we look at the following artists:

• Karl Blossfledt

• Georgia O’Keeffe

• Jessica Palmer

• Lucy Arnold

• Marcia Baldwin

• Kevin Iris

• Kate Malone

• Fiona Mazza

REVISION TOOLS

In Art and Design we do not revise in the 
traditional way of offering up information 
to a range of topical questions on the day. 
What we do is investigate the working 
practice of others and rehearse and refine 
the skills we need to apply in an exam 
scenario. 
For each brief we will explore a range of 
working methods and influences that help 
us on this journey. 
Independent research should be 
undertaken on the given artists, designers 
and cultures. 



Developing contextual understanding.
Artists and designers frequently work in response to others.

Here is a list of artist/designers that are suitable for the brief Greenfingers

Karl Blossfledt, German photographer and that photographed detailed close ups of natural forms. Works in 2D.

Georgia O’Keeffe, Modernist painter, produced large format, zoomed in paintings of drawings and natural forms. Repertoire of practice: 
pencil, charcoal, watercolour and oil paint. Known for her close ups of flowers. Works in 2D

Jessica Palmer, contemporary artist and biologist. Influenced by nature, works in watercolour and creates acrylic disks of parts of 
insects, these show an under the microscope view point of dissected insects which are then re-arranged into new compositions. Works in 
2D and 3D.

Lucy Arnold, contemporary artist/illustrator, influenced by nature, works in watercolour and uses digital media.
Work includes compositions/arrangements of insects and overlapping butterfly wings. Uses vibrant colours work looks decorative. Works 
in 2D

Marcia Baldwin, contemporary artist, influenced by nature, produces oil paintings and batik work of overlapping butterfly wings and 
flowers. Works in 2D

Kevin Iris, contemporary sculpture influenced by his interest in growing bonsai. Produces wire tree sculptures. Works in 3D. The wire 
tree could be used to hold a table number for the café or menu details. 

Kate Malone, contemporary ceramicist, produces functional and decorative ceramics influenced by natural forms, including pumpkin tea 
pots. Works in 3D. Work could be used to influence a decorative bowl with a tea light to go on the café table. 

Fiona Mazza, contemporary ceramicist, produces decorative pots and bowls abstracting the patterns and colours from butterflies. Work 
could be used to influence a decorative bowl with a tea light to go on the café table. 



http://www.georgiaokeeffe.n
et/images/paintings/music-
pink-and-blue-ii.jpg

http://lucyarnold.com/wp-
content/uploads/2014/11/Beaut
iful-Beetles-WM.png

https://mymodernmet.com/wp/wp-
content/uploads/archive/3T1CX-
sPbwQBMVqwqGED_1082092471.jp
eg

Greenfingers

https://www.beddingtonfineart.com/artists/M
alone/kate-Malone.jpg

Visual guide to artists 
and designers for the 
Greenfingers brief.



Through-out this unit we look at the following artists and cultures:

• African masks with a focus on the  Dan and Punu tribe

• Cubism

• Pablo Picasso

• George Braque

• Brno Del Zou

• John Clang

• Pop Art

• Roy Lichtenstein, 

• Conrad Crispin Jones

• Andy Warhol 

• Peter Blake

• Francois Nielly

REVISION TOOLS

In Art and Design we do not revise in the 
traditional way of offering up information 
to a range of topical questions on the day. 
What we do is investigate the working 
practice of others and rehearse and refine 
the skills we need to apply in an exam 
scenario. 
For each brief we will explore a range of 
working methods and influences that help 
us on this journey. 
Independent research should be 
undertaken on the given artist, designers 
and cultures. 



Developing contextual understanding.
Artists and designers frequently work in response to others.

Here is a list of artists/cultures that are suitable for the brief In Search of Self Unit 6

Dan Masks-scarification and elongation of facial features, research, images with accurate urls

Punu Masks, elongation of facial features, represents idealised beauty in women

Further mask, select a mask of your own choice www.artyfactory is an excellent source to use. 

Pablo Picasso, influenced by African masks co-developed Cubism with George Braque. Worked in 2D/collage and sculpture

George Braque, influenced by African masks co-developed Cubism with Picasso. Worked in 2D including collage.

Brno Del Zou, contemporary photographer influenced by Cubism

John Clang, contemporary photographer influenced by Cubism, particular focus family and cultural identity. 

Roy Lichtenstein, benday dots, influenced by popular culture used benday dots, produced large scale 2D work and sculptures. Genre Pop 
Art.

Peter Blake or Andy Warhol, printing, collage influenced by popular culture, celebrities, genre Pop Art.

Conrad Crispin Jones, contemporary Pop artist, influenced by celebrities within popular culture, works in collage and digital media, 
newsprint backgrounds which suggest a story behind the main character. 

http://www.artyfactory/


In Search of Self

Visual guide to artists and cultures for the In 
Search of Self brief.

http://www.g
enuineafrica.c
om/images/P
unu/Punu_Ma
sk_8.jpg

http://www.georgesbraque.
net/Large%20Nude%20Geor
ges%20Braque.jpg

Les Demoiselles 
d'Avignon, 
1907

Violin Hanging on the Wall. 

Possibly begun Sorgues, 

summer 1912, completed Paris, 
early 1913 (left).

Guitar, Gas Jet, and Bottle. 

Paris, early 1913. Oil, charcoal, 

tinted varnish, and grit on 
canvas (right).

Cubism was influenced by African Art
A Cubist portrait is made up of different viewpoints of 
a face merged into a composition to make a new 
portrait. 
Collage developed from this which then influenced some 
of the working methods used in Pop Art. 

Roy Lichtenstein, benday
dots Andy Warhol, screen printing

Peter Blake, collage

Conrad Crispin Jones, digital 
collage



Through-out this unit we look at the following artists:

• Maurits Cornelis Escher

• Matthew Williamson

• Orla Keily

• Henri Matisse

• Alice Fox

• Kim Thittichai

• Aborigine Art

• Islamic Art/Tiles

REVISION TOOLS

In Art and Design we do not revise in the 
traditional way of offering up information 
to a range of topical questions on the day. 
What we do is investigate the working 
practice of others and rehearse and refine 
the skills we need to apply in an exam 
scenario. 
For each brief we will explore a range of 
working methods and influences that help 
us on this journey. 
Independent research should be 
undertaken on the given artist, designers 
and cultures. 



Developing contextual understanding
Artists and designers frequently work in response to others.

Here is a list of cultures/artist/designers that are suitable for the brief In Response to 
Pattern Unit 3

Maurits Cornelis Escher was a Dutch graphic artist who made mathematically inspired woodcuts, lithographs, and mezzotints. Focus on his work where you can 
see a repetition of pattern. 

Matthew Williamson is a contemporary  British interior and fashion designer  known for his use of bold, colourful and carefully constructed designs
William Morris was a British textile designer, poet, novelist, translator, and socialist activist associated with the British Arts and Crafts Movement. 

Orla Keily is an Irish, contemporary fashion designer, currently based in London, she has an OBE. She began her career designing hats and further developed 
her interests into kitchenware and handbags. 

Henri Matisse was a French artist, known for both his use of colour and his fluid and original draughtsmanship. He was a draughtsman, printmaker, and sculptor, 
but is known primarily as a painter. His later works included cut-outs, when ill health prevented him from painting in his usual manner he began to cut into 
painted paper and produced collaged works of art, exploring shape, colour and pattern. 

Alice Fox is a contemporary textile artist influenced by nature, she uses found objects within her work.  

Kim Thittichai is a contemporary textile artist, tutor and author living on Loop Head Peninsula on the West Coast of County Clare, Ireland. She is influenced by 
the environment around her and frequently uses reclaimed materials in her artwork. 

Aborigine Art is the art of the indigenous people of Australia. The artwork is frequently made up of dots and is viewed from  a birds eye view. In addition, the 
artwork makes use of symbols to convey meaning and tell creation stories.

Islamic Art/tiles From the ninth century AD onwards most countries in which Islamic culture predominates have had a tradition of producing and using tiles for 
the decoration of important buildings like mosques, palaces, religious colleges, holy shrines and graves. The designs incorporated into these tiles use intricate 
geometric patterns. 



In Response to Pattern

Visual guide to artists 
and designers for the  
brief In Response to 
Pattern.

https://mcescher.com/

https://www.wmgall
ery.org.uk/

https://www.matthewwilliamso
n.com

https://img.theculturetrip.com/768x432/wp-
content/uploads/2018/05/aboriginal-artwork--
barbara-dieu-flickr-1.jpg

https://orlakiely.com/

Henri Matisse gouache decoupage, drawing with 
scissorshttp://www.henri-
matisse.net/cut_outs.html. 

https://www.alicefox.co.uk/

http://www.kimthittichai.com/

https://www.google.co.uk/url
?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2F
muslimheritage.com%2Ffilling
-gap-history-pre-mod

https://www.wmgallery.org.uk/


Can you 
explain what 
formal 
elements 
are?

The Formal Elements are the parts 
used to make a piece of artwork. The 
art elements are line, shape, form, 
tone, texture, pattern, colour and 
composition. They are often used 
together, and how they are organised 
in a piece of art determines what the 
finished piece will look like.

These can be expanded 
upon to include mark-
making; for example, 
cross-hatching, line and 
stippling. 

Line
A continuous mark
Straight
Broken or dotted
Wavy or curved

Tone
A range of shading, light to 
dark, we call these tonal 
values. 

Texture-The touch or feel of 
something in the visual arts this is the 
appearance of how something would 
look that we could imagine the feel of. 

Composition-where things are 
placed.

Colour, primary, yellow, red and 
blue
Secondary; orange, purple and 
green. 
Tertiary greenish/brownish in 
colour 

Shape, an area which is two 
dimensional 

Form, an object which is 
three dimensional

REVISION TOOLS Formal elements are used to describe, 
explain and evaluate your own working 
practice and the repertoire of practice of 
others. 

You need to demonstrate sound knowledge 
of these terms and an ability to use them  
in written work and apply them in practical 
work. 



Pyramid
Use words

To explain topic
One more each time

About the topic you’ve been given
So that you’re not copying out sentences

And you get the key bullet points in

To allow us to understand 

How does this work?

Contextual  Pyramid Model
Pyramids can be used to organise and prioritise key information; these are helpful 
when we need to conduct research in Art and Design. We need to be able to write 
smart not loads! 



Examples of using a pyramid to select key information.

Dance
Swan Lake

By Matthew Bourne
Performed at Sadlers Wells

Tchaikovsky composed the music
It tells the story of two swans

The dancers have bare chests and feathered legs
The narrative includes white swan good and black swan bad

Use of lighting helps us to understand the princes confused state of mind

Body
Cut up

Baron Frankenstein
Was short of bodies

So made one from many
Couldn’t get enough so stole them

Dissection was illegal in many countries 
Body snatchers were handsomely paid per fresh corpse

Earth
small ball

within solar system
one of eight planets

that all orbit our Sun
the Sun is a mass of incandescent gas
provides plants with energy on Earth

classified as a gigantic nuclear furnace



What’s wrong with this reading pyramid?

The
artistic brilliance 

of Georgia O'Keeffe
revolutionized modern art in 

both her time and in
the present. With her paintings she

vividly portrayed the power and emotion of
objects of nature.

In this example the sentences have been arranged into a pyramid shape, what 
we actually need is to just select the text that is relevant to our research.  



Aborigines are the native people of Australia. Aborigine Art is one of 
the oldest traditions in the world and dates back as much as 75,000 
years. Originally painted onto bark, rock or in sand, the images are 
usually made up of dots. The original colours would have been made of 
natural pigments found in the earth or in plants or minerals, but modern 
Aborigine artists use conventional oil or acrylic paint. The images best 
known for their ‘dot’ painting have only been produced since the early 
1970’s.

The paintings tell stories, and these stories are called ‘Dreamings’. The 
Dreamings can depict creation, death rituals, stories about creatures 
and about communities. They are often like charts or maps showing a 
journey, but you have to imagine you are viewing it from above.

Much of the subject matter in the painting is represented by symbols, 
while other shapes, especially animals, are clearly recognisable.

ABORIGINE ART

One way we can retrieve information is by highlighting key parts of the text. 



Australia
Aborigine Art

Used natural pigments
Modern day oil/acrylic

One of the oldest traditions
Dating back over 40,000 years

Images are usually made up of dots
Paintings tell stories of the Dreaming or Dreamtime

Depict creation, death rituals, stories about creatures, about communities
Often viewed like maps showing  journeys and represented by symbols

However, in order to make this our own work we will need to re organise this information, using a pyramid can help.



Aborigine art was produced by the native people of Australia.
They used natural pigments, such as clays, plant materials and 
minerals, to paint their pictures: modern artists now use oil 
and acrylic paints.
Aborigine art is one of the oldest traditions and dates back 
over 40,000  years: some people think it could be as much as 
75,000 years!
Paintings usually tell the stories of the Dreaming or 
Dreamtime: these are traditional aboriginal stories of 
creation, death rituals and stories about creatures and 
communities.
Images are usually made up of dots and they are often viewed 
like maps, showing a journey. These images are made up of lots 
of different symbols that recount the stories being told.

ABORIGINE ART – example of confident key information



Create a Contextual Pyramid (Graphic Organiser) Template

Create a Contextual Pyramid (Graphic 

Organiser)

This is a template to help  support your 

research and extract key information from a 

piece of text; then aim to mark-grab and 

write this up using your own words.

Using your own words helps  deepen your 

understanding of the subject.

It may also be helpful to refer to the 

vocabulary pyramid for support with grammar 

and punctuation. 



Sentence starters and connectives are useful tools to allow us to organise the information we have collected.

nevertheless



Colour Coded Communication 

Using this tool, we use different coloured highlighters to show different pieces of information to ensure all the relevant information has been collected. The 

highlighted information co-0rdinates with the topic at the bottom of the page.



How to plan an idea for a final outcome.

.

This tool can be used 

as a map to direct your 

designs and drawings 

through the grading 

criteria. 

This is vary useful tool 

for mark-grabbing at 

the design stage.



Practice and refine skills towards your final outcome.
Dry media, pencil, pen, charcoal, oil pastel, chalk pastel.
Wet media, watercolour, acrylic, inks  
Mixed media, collage, card construction
Use of digital media, 2D Design,
Textiles, stitching and batik
Work smart look at the examples of outcomes and plan where you are 
going. 

Final Outcome



Final Outcome Practice and refine skills towards your final outcome.
Dry media, pencil, pen, charcoal, oil pastel, chalk pastel.
Wet media, watercolour, acrylic, inks  
Mixed media, collage, card construction
Use of digital media, 2D Design,
Textiles, stitching and batik
Work smart look at the examples of outcomes and plan where you are 
going. 



This tool can be used as a map to 

direct your designs and drawings 

through the creative process. 

This is very useful tool for mark-

grabbing at the design stage. This 

method allows you to diagnose, 

apply therapy and test your 

learning. 



Flowcharts of a Process

z

Stage 1:

Stage 2:

Stage 3:

Stage 1:

Stage 2:

Stage 3:

We might use a flowchart to describe a process such as using watercolours or creating an African Mask. The 
diamond is also used to check the process along the way



Storyboarding of a Process

.

Stage 1: Stage 2: Stage 3:

Stage 4: Stage 5: Stage 6:

We might use a story board to describe a process such as using a computer program to create a final outcome (Pop 
Art 2D Design work). Draw an image and describe it beneath it



We can use a Venn diagram to compare different cultures, themes, genres etc (Almost anything really). In the two circles, 

we write the features of a particular subject, for example, Kate Malone and Fiona Mazza are ceramicists we look at in the 

Greenfingers brief.  In the cross over section, we write what makes them similar in the remaining sections we can look at 

the differences in their repertoire of practice. 

Fiona MazzaKate Malone

Natural Forms

Fiona Mazza

Influenced by nature 
with a focus on 
butterflies. 

Abstract

Contemporary
Raku firing

Slip cast

Kate Malone

Works in 3D

Ceramics

British

Influenced by vegetable, 
flowers and fruit forms

Creates her own glazes

Frequently works on a large scale

Uses a fire pit

Venn diagram
Model example 
Greenfingers 



Venn Diagrams of Similarities                                     

Model Example In 

Search of Self

Drawing

Dan Tribe

Scarification

Masks

African Art

Pablo Picasso, Spanish

Cubism

Aesthetics of 
facial features

Abstraction

Symbolism

Mark 
Making

George Braque, 
French

Synthetic 
cubism

Analytical 
cubism

Contemporary 
cubism

Painting

Photography

Brno Del Zou, 
French

Collage

Punu Tribe

Senufo Tribe

Cultural 
context Textiles

Craft

Beliefs

Identity

Viewed by the 
audience as part of 
a performance

Combines 
human and 
animal forms

Geometric 
pattern

Ivory 
Coast

Scarification

Carved wood

Metal work

ceramics

Elongation

Sacred 
objects

Conveys ideas and meaning

Multiple 
viewpoints

Digital collage

Audience in a gallery

. 
We can use a Venn diagram to compare different cultures, themes, genres etc (Almost anything really). In the two 

circles, we write the features of a particular subject, for example, African Art and the other circle, Cubism. In the 

cross over section, we might what makes them similar or alike.



Venn Diagram Template



L2 Contextual Evaluation

Describe

Who is the artist? What is the title of the work? 

When was it made? What materials were used?

Describe the image/artefact—composition, colour, content, etc. 

What formal elements have been used—line, tone, shape, 

form, colour, pattern, texture, space, proportion, perspective, etc.? Where have 
these formal elements been used

Explain

How have the formal elements been used? What effects has the artist tried to 

create with these formal elements? 

How has the artist used materials and techniques? What do you think they were 

trying to show?

How did other artists/movements influence the artist?

How has the artist influenced the work of others?

Evaluate

What parts of the image/artefact do you like? Why? What are your least 

favourite parts? Why?

Do you think the work was successful in the way the formal elements were used? 

Do you think the artist achieved what he set out to do? Would you have done 

anything differently? Why?

How might you use the artist’s work to influence your own ideas and experiments? 

Identify ways you might take this forward.

Explaining and evaluating an artists or designers working practice can be a challenge the 
prompts have been designed to help you think about what needs to be explained. 
These can also be applied to your own working practice, mark-grab by moving from 
describe, explain to evaluate. 
The explain is a level 2, always aim to work towards the evaluate, this is the Distinction. 



L3 Contextual Evaluation

Describe

Who is the artist? What is the title of the work? When was it made? What 

materials were used?

Describe the image/artefact—composition, colour, content, etc. 

What formal elements have been used—line, tone, shape, form, colour, pattern, 

texture, space, proportion, perspective, rhythm, balance, scale, etc.? Where have 

these formal elements been used?

Explain

How have the formal elements been used? What effects has the artist tried to 

create with these formal elements? 

How has the artist used materials and techniques? What do you think they were 

trying to show?

Describe the atmosphere (if any) found in the image. How has the artist achieved 

this?

Are there any symbols in the work? What do they represent? Why do you think 

the artist used them?

How did other artists/movements influence the artist?

How has the artist influenced the work of others?

Evaluate

What parts of the image/artefact do you like? Why? What are your least 

favourite parts? Why?

Do you think the work was successful in the way the formal elements were used? 

Do you think the artist achieved what he set out to do? Would you have done 

anything differently? Why?

How might you use the artist’s work to influence your own ideas and experiments? 

Identify ways you might take this forward.



Overall project evaluation prompts

At the end of each project you should aim to evaluate 
the whole project and consider what skills and 
techniques you have learnt and applied, how you have 
managed your time, worked independently and with 
others. These prompts can help you sum up your 
learning journey. 



Reading Around the 
Subject

Post-Modern Art 1945-Now. (Collins Design 2008)

Learning to See Creatively: Design, Colour, and Composition in 
Photography Paperback – Illustrated, 7 Sept. 2015

Story of Photography. (M Langford 1998)

Design It!: The Ordinary Things We Use Every Day and the Not-
So-Ordinary Ways They Came to Be )] [by: Rona Arato] [Feb-
2011] Paperback – 5 Feb. 2011

Modern Art Impressionism to Post Modernism. (D Britt. Thames 
and Hudson 2007)

This is Modern Art. (M Collings. Phoenix 2000)

Course Resources

Artist's Drawing Techniques: 
Discover How to Draw Landscapes, 
People, Still Life and More, in Pencil, 
Charcoal, Pen and Pastel

How to Draw Cool Stuff: A Drawing 
Guide for Teachers and Students

Further Independent Study

Useful Informative 
Websites

V&A Website.

Tate Website

Arty Factory Website

Independent study is encouraged by the exam board and where possible you should keep a list of books and websites 
you have visited to support your learning; this is good practice especially if you intend to take the subject further 
as it is a requirement at level 3/A level. In addition, visits to museums and galleries is recommended, these can be 
virtual visits but always aim to take screenshots and comment on the artwork you have viewed.  


